
Town of Scituate, 
Rhode Island

Community Comprehensive 
Plan Update

Background

Scituate’s future transportation needs are not expected to increase or

change dramatically from where they currently stand. Due to Scituate’s

rural nature and limited ability to develop because of environmental

constraints, significant changes to the existing transportation network

are not anticipated. Scituate has experienced a relatively flat growth

rate for approximately the last two decades. Under these

circumstances, the Town’s biggest challenge for its transportation

network will be keeping up with aging infrastructure. As roadways and

drainage systems age, they will require more frequent and more costly

repairs, and eventual replacement in some instances.

Policies

1. Implement road design and maintenance standards and procedures

that protect, promote, and encourage existing development

patterns and neighborhood character.

2. Maintain a formal program for road maintenance, new road

construction, and accompanying drainage infrastructure that is

economically responsible and implementable.

3. Promote cooperative state/local efforts in transportation planning,

ensuring that the Town’s rural qualities are maintained throughout

any transportation planning and construction projects.

4. Encourage alternative modes of transportation and increase

opportunities in Town for access to biking, walking, and carpooling.

How to Get Involved!

Check out the Town Website! Scan the QR Code →
Attend Plan Commission Meetings every 3rd
Tuesday of the Month
Email Questions to Ashley Sweet @
sweet.ashley@wseinc.com

Goals

Maintain and enhance a cost-effective, efficient, safe, and accessible 
multi-modal transportation system that is sensitive to and respectful of 
the Town’s small-town rural character.

Support efforts to enhance and increase alternative modes of 
transportation such as ride shares, bicycling, and public transportation 
with an eye towards reductions in greenhouse gases and air pollution.

Actions

Review and update the Town’s 
road design and parking 
standards to ensure aesthetics 
and environmental quality are 
appropriately and adequately 
addressed, while allowing 
flexibility in the application of 
the standards depending upon 
the location and use proposed.

.
Maintain and strengthen 
the relationship with the 
Rhode Island Public Transit 
Authority to continually 
assess and update the level 
of bus service in Town.

Participate in the State’s 
Transportation 
Improvement Program 
(TIP) to ensure that state 
roads in Town are 
adequately maintained 
and improved, including 
maintaining a local 
priority list for inclusion 
on the TIP.

Work with the Rhode 
Island Department of 
Transportation to 
implement upgrades to 
major thoroughfares in 
Town.

Transportation

Work to improve access to 
safe and convenient 
alternative modes of 
transportation such as 
biking, walking, and 
carpooling.

Continue to support the 
Department of Public 
Works by providing and 
maintaining the necessary 
equipment and personnel 
to maintain roadways, 
sweep streets, remove 
snow, and maintain 
drainage infrastructure.

Continue to provide and 
increase funding for locally 
maintained transportation 
infrastructure (roadways 
and drainage) to ensure a 
high level of services to the 
community.

Consider establishing a 
scenic roadway inventory 
and ordinance to protect 
the visual quality of scenic 
roadways throughout 
Town.

Figure 1. RIDOT Permanent 
Statewide Highway Systems 
Traffic Flow Map for Scituate

http://www.scituateri.org/departments/building_o
fficial/town_of_scituate_comprehensive_plan.php

Declaimer: policies, goals, and actions are in draft form and subject to further review and approval by theTown of Scituate


